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Enhancer: Multi-modality DICOM
Review, Analysis, and Reporting
INDEC's Enhancer is a versatile, vendor-neutral software product for
review and analysis of DICOM, echoPlaque, and Boston Scientific
Galaxy™ files. Enhancer offers powerful capabilities including full length,
real-time longitudinal display and rotation; image size, brightness, and
contrast adjustment; two dimensional distance and area quantification;
patient report generation; and the ability to export still images and video
animations. Although primarily designed for use with IVUS images,
Enhancer is compatible with most DICOM modalities including OCT (Optical Coherence
Tomography), Ultrasound (US), and Angiography images. Enhancer's Pic-in-Pic feature allows
simultaneous IVUS and Angio viewing. Moreover, Enhancer is laptop compatible, so now
image analysis can travel with you wherever you go.
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Supports a variety of IVUS and OCT file formats including:
DICOM, Boston Scientific Galaxy native files, and INDEC's
proprietary echoPlaque files
Supports wide range of DICOM modalities such as IVUS, US
(Ultrasound), XA (Angiography), MR, and CT
Simultaneous IVUS and Angio viewing with Pic-In-Pic
Images automatically calibrated, patient demographic and
study information automatically read
Loads existing measurements, audio, ECG, and bookmarks
Add new distance, area, and arc measurements or add annotations to the image
Resize image or zoom in on specific regions
Generate Patient Reports with a few simple clicks
Export images and animations for presentations
For use on desktop or laptop computers
Fully-compatible with INDEC's Liberator database software - query and retrieve files from
remote storage system

Versatile multi-modality image support
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